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History of paranoia 

The word paranoia was coined by Hippocrates who is commonly described as the 
founder of Medicine who was born around the year 460BC on the Greek island of 
Kos.

He used the word paranoia to describe people’s experiences when they had a very 
high temperature.

He did this by putting together the Greek words (Para) beside and (Nous) mind, to 
create a word  ‘out of ones mind’.



How many CCTV cameras are there in England?  

5 million 20% of the worlds population 



Traditional assumptions about paranoia and paranoid delusions

•An irrational and false belief
•Belonging to an individual (or, more rarely, a couple or group)

•A sign of pathology 
•The content and context of which are meaningless

Aims of intervention
•To reduce distress by eliminating the belief in some way (e.g. through the 

•use of psychiatric medication)
•To make the person more ‘rational’ 



Problems with traditional assumptions 

•They are based on a naively realist view of the world, but….
-Most people are diagnosed without empirical investigations taking place

•Agreement between diagnoses are poor 
•We do not have ‘objective’ evidence for many beliefs

• (e.g. political, ethical, religious etc.)
Conventional theories see ‘delusions’ as abnormal in some way but ….

•Surveys of general public show high rates of belief in supposedly 
•irrational phenomena



A Gallup survey (1995) found the following rates of belief:

Telepathy   45%
Ability to predict the future   45%

Hypnotism    42%
Life after death   39%

Faith healing   39%
Ghosts   31%

Alien abduction   70%
U.F.O‘s   35%

•Studies find it hard to differentiate between ‘normal’ and ‘deluded’
people
•There is evidence that people vary in their conviction in supposedly 
delusional beliefs



Delusions are seen as meaningless but….
•There is evidence that ‘delusional beliefs’ may relate to purpose 

and meaning in life
•Links may be found between themes in a person’s ‘delusions’ 

and in their life
•Surveys report a link between paranoid beliefs and social 
positions characterised by powerlessness and the threat of 

victimisation and
exploitation 



 Sexual
 Physical
 Emotional abuse & neglect (Never Neglect, Neglect)



• Most staff do not discuss traumatic incidents 
including abuse with service user’s in the 
assessment process

• Most service user’s would prefer to talk to a 
nurse rather than a doctor about traumatic 
incidences (less intimidating), and want nurses 
to initiate the discussion



Why not?

Medical model
Client too disturbed (avoidance)
Creation of too much distress (Can of 
worms)
Clients don’t want to talk about it 
(rationalisation)



THOUGHTS FEELINGS

BEHAVIOUR



Making sense of paranoia

THOUGHTS
TRIGGER

BEHAVIOUR
CONVICTION 

FEELINGS
(Threat) 

CONSPIRACY



Trigger / Thoughts
They have just looked at me in a strange way are 

they sniggering at me?

Conspiracy/ Feelings
I don’t feel safe in this situation I am getting very 

anxious I want to get away they are definitely 
plotting something.

Conviction / Behaviour 
I am going to hide away I don’t feel safe around 

people

Which of the above is the main problem?



Conviction

Conspiracy

Trigger

Story
(What's happening now)

History
( How have you got here)  

Past/Present
( determine the relationship 
between past events and present 

experiences)



Angie, 38 years old

Angie and her sister were brought up by their mother who was a heroin addict. 
At times when their mother wasn’t able to inject herself Angie would have to 
do it for her. When she was 7 years old her mother died of a heroin overdose. 

Angie was never sure whether she had administered the fatal dose. Their 
grandfather gained custody of them and began to abuse them. As he abused 

her sister he would make Angie hit her at the same time. He would tell her he 
was a hypnotist and he would put a ‘bar’ in her head so she wouldn’t 

remember the abuse. After each incident of abuse he would urinate upon her. 
As she approached 14 years of age her behaviour became very aggressive and 
she was placed in a school for dysfunctional children. Whilst in there she was 
given large doses of anti psychotic medication which she continued to take for 

many years. When she was 21 years old she got into an abusive relationship 
where her boyfriend would play mind games with her and frighten her. When 
the relationship broke up he told her she would never be free of him. For many 

years she became increasingly frightened and paranoid and was admitted to 
psychiatric services at the age of 26 where she received a diagnosis of schizo-
affective disorder.  She had long spells in hospital. Whenever she tried to talk 

about her experiences she was disbelieved and was told it was part of her 
illness.



At the age of 33 she went cold turkey off all her medication and handed herself 
into the police telling them that she had been abusing children. She became 

convinced that a man would enter her flat every Friday. She was not allowed to 
see his face. He would change around cameras that he had installed to monitor 
her with, strip her naked, have sex with her and spray shaving foam inside her. 

He would then urinate on the carpet. She became very fearful of police and 
psychiatric services, refusing to engage with them as they were part of the 

conspiracy. The police took no action over the child abuse charges.

Trigger
Why was she convinced she was an abuser?
What could you do when she says she can smell urine?

Conspiracy

She feels frightened and powerless. What action would you take at this point? 

Conviction

She is convinced this man enters her flat every Friday. How could you help her 
make sense of this belief?



Feedback

A trigger point 
One of her triggers is that she says that she can smell urine. 
Ask her what has been happening in the last few weeks, take action, seek support 
and advice if necessary, try and make her see the relationship between past 
events.

Conspiracy

Prepare for this stage by asking her to identify people she can trust in a crisis, 
check out the reality of her fears and feelings, ask her why she has not already 
been arrested if she is a child abuser, try to raise an element of doubt to her belief 
system

Conviction

Arrange meetings away from her flat on Friday, ask her why he didn’t come on 
another day, ask her why she wasn’t allowed to see his face.

Question; What role did the ‘bar’ play that her grandfather said he put in her 
head? What did it symbolise? What could the shaving foam be?



Alarm systems

Alarm systems are related to circumstances that become the trigger. For example 
smelling urine. Irrational thoughts are what we first react to, but the thoughts are 

rational when the initial threat occurred.
Trauma goes away, but thoughts and memory remain. Fearful situations stay in 

the brain and are easily activated.

Negative response

People saying your thoughts are not real.

Positive response

When were your thoughts and beliefs more real? When did they start? 

The relationship is more important than the therapy. 



Vicious circle  

Threat

Behaviour



Help break the cycle
Increased arousal hypervigilence

Emotional 
overload

Social withdrawal acts as retreat & protection

Conviction 
stage a 

protective 
response 

Response 

Excessive 
Pressure 

Perceived 
As lazy 

Social withdrawal 
Retreat & protection

Clear supportive, positive
Communication 

Help try and make sense of 
Ideas and beliefs  

Break cycle of 
threat

Help break





Fear
Irrational

Landmine
Lost 

Cherished Pet

Bullied at 
School

Lost Favourite  
Grandparent



 What you did was wrong

 I am angry at you for doing it

 I am going to stop you doing it again

 Helps unlock frozen terror



You have to be aware of your own 
fears and traumas before working 
with another persons experiences



Focus on bits they don’t want to 
see ask them to explain in their 

own words



 You need to know the persons trauma is over
 Your task is to convey this fact from you to 

them
(Without parenting or re-traumatising)

 So a pre-requisite on your part is to believe it 
yourself at least to believe that this is the 
problem

 Until cognitions start again ( the fog lifts)
 It releases the cognitive traction this begins to 

reduce painful memories, the person can see 
they are 40yrs old not 4yrs old



 Do not Parent

 Parenting Keeps Kids Alive and Adults Insane 



 How have you got here (what happened?)

 Who are you?

 What’s your biggest fear?



Little witch 

Body state info

Diabetes Lesions in eyes 

Sex machine 
IBS

Thought insertion

Ego/Dystonic intrusions thoughts outside the personality

Possessed

Peripheral neuropathy glue and alcohol abuse desensitises feelings  in hands etc  

The Devil 

Respiratory alchosis loss of breath, Taking in to much oxygen without breathing out also 
known as lobstering (limbs stiffen) 



 Quiet common for people to feel paralysed and 
see something or someone coming towards 
them.

 A sign that people are really stressed
 Prosopagnosia/Face Blindness



Important points for working with a persons fear 
Paranoia and trauma

























The Power of Communication

No one had paid George any attention for years. Now doctors, attendants and nurses all
talked to him and watched eagerly to see what effect the drug would have.

His condition improved rapidly. After only two weeks of the drug treatment he was
moved to a ward for less disturbed patients where he took part in a number of

activities. Soon he was doing so well he was promoted again. By this time he had lively
relationships with other patients and many members of staff. He began to spend

several hours a day with paints and clay, using them to express the rich fantasy life that
had previously interested no one. His doctors marveled. Attendants praised his skill. 
George was released from hospital thirty-eight days after his first dose of Thorazine. 

Whilst he was signing out he remembered that he left something behind, went back to
his room returned with and old sock. The puzzled attendant who asked to see it 

found thirty-eight Thorazine pills carefully, stashed inside the sock.   



www.nationalparanoianetwork.org

peterbullimore@yahoo.co.uk

http://www.nationalparanoianetwork.org/
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